THE SECRET OF ALI BABA

RAW iGaming

GAME DETAILS

RTP: Game IDs:
95.52% - ALIBABADYNAMIC7F9
94.53% - ALIBABADYNAMIC1G7
90.03% - ALIBABADYNAMIC3M7

Max Multiplier: 9,970x your bet
Reels: Dynamic Ways
Paylines: 243 to 16,807 ways

Follow the adventures of the handsome Arabian hero and a beautiful princess in this classic tale of love, skulduggery, and golden treasure. This feature-packed game is played with dynamic reels that change the number of potentially winning ways every spin and delivers wins of up to 9,970x in free spins.

GAME FEATURES

Dynamic Ways - The reel heights change dynamically with each spin to create up to 3,125 ways on a paid spin, or up to 16,807 ways in free spins.

Jazmin Expanded Wilds - When involved in a win, up to 4 Jazmin wilds will dance upwards to expand to the full-height of the reel to increase the potential winnings.

Ali’s Monkey - Randomly opens all the blinds to create 3,125 ways on a paid spin.

Gold or Bandit Bonus - Ali Baba will smash clay vases chosen by the player to reveal cash prizes, multipliers and free spins, but beware of the Thief who can steal the prizes before you get them.

Open Sesame Free Spins - played on an expanded 5x7 panel with three different volatility options, and the Jazmin full-height wild moving around the reels in between each spin.

Bonus Rush® - Why wait for the bonus round, rush straight into the action with Bonus Rush®. It’s simple, choose your bonus, set your desired bet and start the action. Once started the bonus game plays out directly.

Clusterspin® - Is a game mode where you can choose to bet on the outcome of a group of Clusterspines. You can either bet you’re going to win, or bet you’re going to lose.

Certified for
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Network Release date
March 23rd